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Abstract

This paper analyzes the interplay between early-life conditions and marital status, as

determinants of adult mortality. We use individual data from Dutch registers (years

1815-2000), combined with business cycle conditions in childhood as indicators of early-

life conditions. The empirical analysis estimates bivariate duration models of marriage

and mortality, allowing for unobserved heterogeneity and causal effects. Results show

that conditions around birth and school ages are important for marriage and mortal-

ity. Men typically enjoy a protective effect of marriage on mortality, whereas women

suffer during childbearing ages. Having been born under favorable economic conditions

reduces female mortality during childbearing ages.
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1 Introduction

Socioeconomic conditions during infancy and childhood are well established predictors of

adult health and mortality (see Section 2 for detailed discussion and past literature). Poor

socioeconomic status, leading to poor nutrition, and greater exposure to diseases in-utero

and during childhood are associated with increased vulnerability to a whole range of health

problems and lower life expectancy (see e.g. Case et al., 2003, Doblhammer, 2004, and Van

den Berg et al., 2006).

Marriage also affects mortality, with married men exhibiting lower susceptibility to health

problems like cardiovascular diseases and consequently exhibiting higher life expectancy

(Phillips et al., 2001). Unlike the clear direction of the association between early life condi-

tions and mortality, the relationship between marriage and mortality could be bidirectional.

Marriage could involve direct material1 or emotional transfers and care giving from the

spouse, which could increase the well-being of a married individual. More indirectly, married

individuals may experience lower psychological stress owing to a favorable societal attitude

towards married individuals (Van Poppel, 1992), lead healthier lifestyles (lower consumption

of alcohol or smoking; see Bodin, 2003 and references therein) and adopt less risk taking

behavior, which may decrease risk of mortality. Consequently, marriage may be ‘protective’

against mortality (Johnson et al., 2000, Lund et al., 2004, Gardner and Oswald, 2004, and

Murray, 2000). But several studies also find support for a ‘selection’ into marriage (e.g. Gold-

man 1993a, 1993b) according to which a range of factors like age, health, social background,

income, occupation, education and race might affect marriage as well as mortality.2 Better

health, for instance, of married persons is then a consequence of the selection of ‘healthy’

persons into and ‘unhealthy’ individuals out of marriage. Any such positive selection into

marriage would overstate the average causal effect of marriage on mortality at the individual

level. The causal and the selection effect could both explain the lower mortality of married

individuals (for e.g. see Hu and Goldman, 1990, Lillard and Panis, 1996). The difficulty to

control for confounding factors makes it challenging to distinguish between these effects.

This study analyzes the interplay between early life conditions and marriage as determi-

nants of high-age mortality. Specifically, we focus on the extent to which early-life conditions

influence the positive or negative effect of marriage on mortality, and we consider the extent

to which early-life conditions influence the entry rate into marriage (which we call the “mar-

riage rate”). Figure 1 presents potential pathways between early life, marriage and later-life

mortality. It contains four arrows, where the arrow that originates at birth and targets the

arrow from marriage to mortality represents the interaction effect of early-life conditions and

1For example by means of economies of scale and specialization within the household (Gardner and
Oswald, 2004).

2For instance, factors like job security, high social background, high income, and education (Gardner and
Oswald, 2004) increase one’s marriage prospects and also favorably affect the individual’s survival.
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Figure 1: Pathways between early life conditions, marriage, and mortality, over an individ-
ual’s lifetime.

marriage on mortality. As noted in the previous paragraphs, the arrow from early-life condi-

tions to mortality and the arrow from marriage to mortality have been studied extensively.

We focus on the other two arrows: the impact of economic conditions early in life on the

individual rate of getting married, and the extent to which the protective effect of marriage

depends on conditions early in life. However, for this purpose, all four arrows need to be

analyzed simultaneously in the empirical analysis.

The results of the analysis shed light on the extent to which the effect of early life

conditions on mortality later in life is channeled through marital status. More specifically,

the results shed light on the use of marriage as a compensatory device in case of adverse

early-life conditions. We are interested in the question whether individuals born in adverse

conditions benefit from a larger protective effect of marriage on the mortality rate. Moreover,

we want to know whether individuals born under adverse conditions marry earlier. If the

protective effect is larger for them then this provides an incentive to marry earlier. Conversely,

they may marry later because they may have worse opportunities in the marriage market.

As such, our paper is informative on the degree to which an economically bad start in

life can be compensated by deliberate social behavior at prime age, and it is informative on

the degree to which such a pathway is used by those for whom the gains are highest.

The empirical agenda sketched above faces two major selectivity problems. First, the
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actual economic conditions in the household early in life are potentially endogenous as an

explanation of events later in life, because of shared unobserved confounders. For instance,

using parental income as an indicator for early-life-economic conditions would be problematic

since it is likely that some unobserved factors might influence parental earnings as well as

adult health of the offspring resulting in simultaneity bias. Secondly, marriage is potentially

endogenous for mortality. To deal with the first problem, we use business cycle conditions in

early years of life as an indicator of individual economic well-being. This is in line with the

recent literature in which natural experiments (like epidemics, wars or famines) or transitory

fluctuations in contextual variables (eg. food grain prices, gross domestic/ national products

etc.) are used for this purpose. The former act as instruments for conditions in-utero and

at birth aiding the identification of the causal effect of adverse early-life-conditions on late-

life mortality. However, these severe environmental shocks are also likely to have selection

effects. Selection would, for instance, arise due to some parents being more likely to have

children during famines than others (Doblhammer et al., 2011). Consequently, the morbidity

and mortality distribution of individuals born during such adversity would vary for reasons

beyond the causal effect of famine making it hard to again pin-down the long-run effects

of adverse early-life-conditions. Recently several studies have explained and used business

cycles as an indicator of early-life economic conditions; see e.g. Van den Berg et al. (2006,

2011). These cyclical macroeconomic indicators are clearly exogenous at the individual level,

unanticipated and still likely to affect resource accessibility and environment, thereby not

suffer from confounding. So, any observed relationship between these business cycle indicators

of early-life-conditions and late-life mortality can be interpreted as a long-run causal effect

of the former on the latter.

To deal with the second selectivity problem, i.e., to control for any joint unobserved

heterogeneity affecting both marriage and mortality, we model the individual’s entry rate

into marriage and the mortality rate simultaneously, allowing for selection on unobservables.

We apply the so-called Timing-of-Events approach formalized by Abbring and Van den Berg

(2003) to identify the causal effect of marriage. This approach requires minimal amount of

randomness in the moment of marriage, which may be justified by the random nature of

the arrival of opportunities in the marriage market. For given conditions early in life, the

identification of the marriage effect does not require an instrumental variable for marriage.

We discuss the identification strategy in more detail in the paper.

To date, there is no extensive literature on the effect of early-life conditions on marriage

and on the extent to which marriage postpones mortality. Phillips et al. (2001) suggest that

prenatal growth provides a link between marital status and mortality. Using a Finnish data

set of male births, the authors note that the marriage rate is positively related to birth

conditions like weight, height, head circumference, gestational age, even after controlling for
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a wide range of factors like adult health3 and socioeconomic background characteristics. The

authors hypothesize that fetal conditions may affect an individual’s personality, socialization,

sexuality and emotional responses in later life, consequently affecting their marital status and

mortality later in life. This result is contradicted by V̊agerö and Modin (2002) who, using

a Swedish longitudinal panel covering individuals from birth to death, find no differences in

mortality between ever married and never married women before versus after adjustment for

prenatal conditions,4 once socioeconomic background (like marital status of mother, social

class at birth) and adult conditions (occupation, education and income) have been controlled

for. The same result is obtained for men: although married men are less likely to suffer from

heart diseases and stroke than unmarried men, the risk ratios are unaffected if social factors at

birth are adjusted for. The authors conclude that there is no evidence for early health status

in life being the factor explaining differences in mortality across different marital statuses.

Clearly, the studies by Phillips et al. (2001) and V̊agerö and Modin (2002) are innovative,

but they do not focus on selection on unobservables, and the findings are inconclusive on the

presence and magnitude of the causal effects that we are interested in.

A joint study of conditions early in life, marriage and mortality requires individual data

covering full lifetimes for a reasonably large sample of individuals. This necessitates the use

of historical data. In this paper we use records from Dutch registers of birth, marriage and

death certificates, covering 1815-2000. These individual level data are then combined with

indicators of historical macro conditions. The individual register data have been used in a

wide range of studies (see Mandemakers, 2000, for an overview) including studies on the

effect of early-life conditions on mortality (Van den Berg et al., 2006, 2009). These studies

have ignored marital status as an intermediate outcome between birth and death. The data

have also been used in descriptive studies of determinants of the marriage rate and in studies

on the association between marital status and mortality (see e.g. Van Poppel and Joung,

2001), though not addressing the issues we focus on.

Our results show that conditions around birth as well as around school ages are important

for marital status and mortality. The results are strikingly different across gender. Men on

average enjoy a protective effect of marriage on mortality. Women born in economic booms

gain from marriage during childbearing ages, relative to women born in recessions who suffer

a substantial negative effect on life expectancy during these years.

Section 2 provides a brief discussion of the past literature on the topic. Section 3 describes

the individual data along with some institutional context of marriage over our observation

window. This section also contains a discussion of the historical context used to identify

the causal effects, and of the relevance for contemporary societies. The empirical approach

is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the estimation results along with sensitivity

3Measured using height and weight at age 15.
4The authors use birth weight for gestational age as a measure of fetal growth.
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analyses and implications. Section 6 concludes.

2 Additional background literature

2.1 Long run effects of early life conditions

Impacts of early-life conditions on late-life morbidity and mortality have been the focus of a

large and growing body of literature in recent years. Although long-run effects of conditions

in early years of life are likely to be smaller than the effects of contemporaneous conditions,

early-life conditions are likely to influence individual outcomes over a longer time span. The

presence of long-run effects of early-life conditions has clear policy implications. If adverse

early-life conditions results in worse late-life outcomes supportive policies should be targeted

at individuals who have suffered from poor early-life conditions. The long time span over

which adverse early-life conditions influence late-life outcomes in fact provides a long window

of opportunity for such targeted preventive interventions.

But to start with, the important questions that emerge are: are there any long-run causal

effects of early-life conditions? What stages of early life are relevant for late-life outcomes?

And what are the underlying mechanisms through which these effects operate over the indi-

vidual’s lifetime? Several past studies have investigated the association between conditions

in-utero, at birth or shortly after birth, for instance using markers of early-life conditions like

birth weight, and late-life health outcomes. Van den Berg et al. (2011a) provide an extensive

reference of studies from the fields of demography, epidemiology and medicine looking at the

causal effect between socioeconomic status or economic conditions at birth and morbidity

and mortality later in life. A recent economic addition to this field of literature uses business

cycle conditions in birth year as exogenous indicators of economic conditions at birth and

establishes a robust causal relationship between these conditions and late-life mortality (Van

den Berg et al., 2006, 2009a,b).

Only recently, some interest has also arisen on the role of conditions during other crit-

ical stages of development, like in years after birth, on health outcomes in later years of

life. Conditions in years after birth however can be confounded with conditions at birth

and therefore identification of causal impacts of the former on late-life outcomes presents

methodological issues. Isolation of these causal effects necessitates use of exogenous indica-

tors of early-life conditions and joint modeling of these with later-life conditions. Van den

Berg et al. (2009a) attempt exactly that. Using business cycle conditions, measured by the

cyclical component of the national annual per-capita gross domestic product, as exogenous

indicators of early-life conditions the authors estimate the causal effect of conditions at birth

and between the ages of 1-4 years on late-life mortality. For a sample of individuals born in

Denmark in 1873-1906, the authors find that in addition to the cycle at birth the condition
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of the business cycle at age 3 had a significant impact on late-life mortality rates of these

individuals. So an individual who reaches the age of 3 during a recession is found to have

significantly higher mortality at advanced ages. While the methodological approach allows

the authors to estimate the effects of conditions at birth and during ages 1-4 years on late-life

mortality, recent literature finds that more advanced ages during childhood and adolescence

are also critical for long-term development and outcomes. For instance, Van den Berg et al.

(2010), considering a sample of Swedish immigrants find that age 9 also plays an important

role in determining adult height which is taken as a measure of long-run health. Results from

a sibling fixed effects analysis illustrate that children who migrate from poorer nations to

richer Sweden at earlier ages are taller at age 18 than those migrating when older. Effects

of poorer conditions are particularly worse for children aged 9 at migration, suggesting that

this age is particularly critical for adult height.

Despite several studies having established strong association, and even some causal im-

pact, between markers of early-life conditions and long-run health and mortality (see van den

Berg et. al, 2011a and references therein of surveys and meta-studies exploring these relation-

ships), very limited work has been done on trying to pin-down the mechanisms underlying

this relationship. Van den Berg et al. (2009a) investigate the role of annual fluctuations in

national indicators of food prices, wages, infant mortality rates and sex ratios in the year

of birth on late-life mortality. The authors, while consistently finding a robust, causal rela-

tionship between the cyclical component of the GDP, in the birth year and at age three on

long-run mortality for a Danish twin sample find no evidence of a significant effect of the

other listed macroeconomic indicators. The authors find these results suggestive of the fact

that annual fluctuations in food prices, wages, IMR and sex ratios might not be reflective of

early-life conditions. This could be partly due to the fact that the available national level,

annual fluctuation data of these macro-indicators may actually be smoothing out a lot of

the relevant regional and seasonal variations that might be larger and more important for

long-run effects. Other studies have suggested nutrition, disease exposure, stress and living

conditions as possible channels linking early-life conditions to advanced age mortality.

Another factor that complicates the study of long-run effects of early-life conditions on

mortality is that these effects could be cumulative, in the sense that effects of favorable

or adverse conditions at birth could be exacerbated by schooling, career, family formation

and so on. One particularly relevant intermediate life event studied in the literature is mar-

riage. The rest of this section presents past literature on how marriage has been observed

to influence mortality and the possible underlying mechanisms. The section ends with some

background on how marriage is potentially endogenous to mortality; also determined by

early-life conditions. The methodological set-up used in our study to deal with confound-

ing conditions at birth, during childhood and adolescence and endogenous intermediate life

events like marriage is discussed in detail in Section 4.
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2.2 Effects of marriage on mortality

The lower mortality of married men seems to have become a well-established fact (for e.g. see

Hu and Goldman, 1990, Hemström, 1996). Marriage, as already mentioned above, has been

found to be positively associated with increased economic well-being, lower psycho-social

stress due to social support (from spouse or society in general that that might be more

accepting of a married person), adoption of healthy lifestyles (Modin, 2003 and references

therein) and other activities associated with longer life expectancy. A recent study by Van

den Berg et al. (2011b), on the causal effect of conjugal bereavement finds a 12% loss of

residual life expectancy as a result of loss of a spouse due to death. Looking at morbidity,

married men also seem to have lower susceptibility to health problems like cardiovascular

diseases and consequently higher life expectancy (Phillips et.al, 2006). For instance, Van den

Berg et al. (2011b) finds that in addition to reduction in residual life, death of the spouse also

replaces healthy years of remaining life with years of chronic disease. Increased morbidity

and mortality amongst the widowed can be due to simple factors (for instance, difficulty in

doing household chores like cooking and cleaning by widowers leading to lowering of caloric

intake or nutritional deficits). Past studies (for instance Ecob and Smith, 1999 and Benzeva

and Judge, 2001) also find evidence of greater poverty amongst widows which is associated

to poorer health and increased mortality.

Another important benefit of marriage at advanced ages is the provision of informal care

by a spouse (see for instance Norton, 2000, and Lakdawalla and Philipson, 2002). Death of

the spouse reduces the supply of informal care which then results in increased demand for

formal care for two reasons. Firstly, more formal care is needed to fill in for the lost informal

care and secondly worsening of health owing to bereavement increases the overall need for

health care. To illustrate, Prigerson, Maciejewski and Rosenheck (2000) estimate the average

formal health care costs for the Netherlands in 1989 at $2,384 for widowed and $1,498 for

married individuals.

Some recent studies have looked for evidence for the use of marriage as a compensatory

device in case of adverse early-life conditions. In Section 1 we already discussed Phillips et

al. (2001) and V̊agerö and Modin (2002). Modin (2003) compares the incidence of ischaemic

heart disease (IHD) amongst children born out of wedlock, and therefore likely to be dis-

advantaged, to that in those born to married parents. The study uses a Swedish sample

born between 1915-1929. At the time, unwed mothers usually belonged to the lowest so-

cioeconomic stratum of the society and the ‘shame’ of unmarried conception was likely to

make these mothers move away from their families which would further impoverish them

and their children. Therefore using born-out-of wedlock as an indicator of early disadvan-

tage in life, the author finds little difference in male mortality risks for married men whether

born within or outside marriage. However, the incidence of IHD and mortality risks were

significantly higher amongst unmarried-men born under unfavorable conditions. Considering
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possible mechanisms underlying the protective, compensatory effect of marriage on health

the author finds that, beyond any selection effect, the stigma of ‘failing’ to marry could lead

to loss of social support and in fact even social isolation of an individual. This in turn has

been shown to be associated to increased mortality related to IHD.

Part of the association between marital status and the mortality rate for men is now un-

derstood to be a causal effect of the former on the latter (see Lillard and Panis, 1996). Large

gains associated to the causal effect of marriage on morbidity and mortality, for instance as

health care savings, however necessitate careful determination of the extent of this effect.

This requires controlling for the selection into marriage resulting from the presence of shared

determinants of both marriage and mortality, like health, age and socioeconomic background,

which could also lead to a significant association between marriage and mortality. This is par-

ticularly relevant in light of the fact that unlike consistent results of a favorable causal effect

of marriage on male mortality few studies have found evidence of a similar effect for women.

Another confounding factor however could be early-life conditions as a joint determinant of

marriage and mortality rates. This issue is considered in the following subsection.

2.3 Determinants of marriage rate

Socioeconomic factors like parental education, social class, occupation, education, income

and health are factors that are expected to influence marriage (and mortality). Labor and

marriage market conditions are other possible determinants of marriage rates. Considering

contemporaneous labor market conditions Blau, Kahn and Waldfogel (2000) find that better

female and worse male labor markets imply lower marriage rates. Since marriage has tradi-

tionally led to lower labor market participation for women, especially in historical societies,

it is easy to see that improved job conditions would increase the opportunity cost of marriage

for women thereby reducing or delaying marriage. For men, on the other hand, better labor

market conditions could result in higher wages and greater economic stability making them

more attractive in the marriage market.

Current labor and marriage market conditions are however also likely to be influenced

by negative macroeconomic shocks reducing the sizes of birth cohorts. In the context of the

great famine in China, Peng (1987) for instance estimates that birth loss or postponement

led to 25 million fewer birth during the period between 1958-1961. Brandt, Siow and Vogel

(2008) discuss the net marital outcomes of famine-born cohorts 30 years hence. The authors

suggest that marriage rates could be influenced by (1) decreased attractiveness in the mar-

riage market owing to poorer health related to adverse early-life conditions; (2) increased

economic attractiveness due to higher labor market demand for the otherwise smaller cohort

and (3) increased marriage market demand due to relative scarcity of famine-cohorts from

younger (women) and older (men) cohorts due to customary gender-differences in ages of
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couples. Comparing cohorts born before, during and after the famine the authors find some

evidence for decreased marriage market attractiveness of famine-born cohorts (also suggested

for instance by Almond et al, 2007, Gorgens et al., 2005, St. Clair et al., 2005 and Luo Mu

and Zhang, 2006) but no net effect of this on marriage rates. Decline in marriage attractive-

ness, results in a shift in the distribution of the usual age-difference between spouses for the

famine-born cohort. Individuals born during the famine, more frequently entered into non-

customary age pairings; i.e. several of them married their ‘own (less attractive) kind’ leaving

the marriage rate unaffected. Investigating possible underlying mechanisms, the study finds

that the noted decline in the marriage market value of the famine-born cohort doesn’t result

from decreased human capital accumulation measured using educational attainment.

3 Data

3.1 Individual records

The Historical Sample of the Netherlands (HSN)5, dataset project Utrecht-Zeeland-Friesland

02 (UZF.02), is created by merging individual data from Dutch registers of birth, marriage

and death certificates. It includes a random sample of individuals born in one of the three

provinces of Utrecht, Friesland or Zeeland6 between 1812-1902. The last day of observation

of the sample is December 31, 1999. It records key events in an individual’s life - birth,

marriage and death- and also includes information on occupation of parents, gender and

geographical location. As noted above, the data have been used in numerous other studies,

so the present exposition can be brief.

Individual lifetime durations are noted in days. If the individual is still alive at the end

of 1999, the date of death is not observed. The lifetime durations of individuals whose death

dates are not observed are right-censored at their last day of observation, i.e. at birth or at

marriage. As the legal age of marriage at the time was 16 years and the people who died

before this age cannot contribute to the likelihood of marriage, these people are excluded from

the model estimation. Further loss of observations owing to missing values of explanatory

variables results in a final sample of 5593 individuals.

‘Social class’ is captured by a hierarchal index based on Van Tulder (1962)’s mapping

from parental occupation into a six-layer (1 being the lowest and 6 the highest) hierarchical

scale.7 This has been used in many other studies with the HSN data. In general, our observed

5See Mandemakers (2000) for further details of the sampling structure, goals of the HSN-database and
more information on the HSN.

6The Netherlands, at the time, had 11 provinces and in terms of economic activity the three provinces
included in this study were jointly very representative of the country. The same is true for aggregate mortality
rates in our data which closely resemble patterns at the national level.

7Examples of common 19th century occupations in Van Tulder’s (1962) 6 social classes are as follows:
(1) diker, day laborer, dock worker (2) beer brewer, farm laborer, florist, fisherman (3) barber, baker, shoe
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Table 1: Sample sizes of three categories of individuals who reach age 16: those who die before
marriage, those whose marriage and death date are observed, and those whose longevity is
right-censored at marriage. Percentages by gender

Number of
Individuals

% Never
Married

% Married-
Dead

% Married-
Censored

Total 5593 21.38 52.91 25.71
Men 2709 53.85 48.16 44.51
Women 2884 46.15 51.84 55.49

explanatory variables for individual marriage and mortality are realized at birth as opposed

to those acquired later in life, as the latter may be endogenous or confounded. The place of

residence at birth is included as a binary choice urbanization indicator which takes a value

of 1 if the person is born in a city and 0 otherwise. One disadvantage of the unprecedented

observation window is the absence of several explanatory variables commonly used in the

mortality literature but unobserved in population registers. Notably, we do not observe the

individual’s adult health status and access to public health services and medical technology.

To provide summary statistics of outcomes of interest, we distinguish between 3 types of

people. The first group consists of people who never marry during their lifetime and therefore

no marriage date is observed for them. The second group comprises of individuals for whom

marriage as well as death dates are recorded. Those in the third category are not observed

after their marriage and therefore their death dates are missing. Table 1 presents the sizes

of the 3 groups and their composition in terms of gender. Table 2 gives further details for

these 3 groups of people, once again by gender, for the duration of marriage and mortality,

where observed.

Life-course study of late-life mortality risks of individuals more or less mandates the need

for historical data with full individual lifetimes of a reasonable sample size. However, use

of historical data requires some understanding of the institutions of the time. The following

subsection aims to provide some context.

3.2 Historical context

All births and most marriages in the data took place more than 50 years ago. This calls

for a discussion of the relevance of studies with such historical data for contemporary long-

run health effects of early-life conditions. Clearly, at the time, economic and nutritional

conditions in the Netherlands were different from current conditions. During the birth cohort

smith, carpenter (4) bailiff, merchant, innkeeper (5) factory manager, headmaster, infantry captain (6)
lawyer, pharmacist, surgeon.
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observation window, the Netherlands did not have an unemployment insurance (UI) system.

Instead, people without work could try to obtain some income support from charities and

churches. The absence of an UI system means that the business cycle is a relatively powerful

determinant of household income. This strengthens the usefulness of an empirical approach

to study effects of economic conditions early in life by instrumenting the latter with the

business cycle.

It is also important to point out that recent medical research has shown that not just

fetal malnourishment is associated with long-run effects on mortality, but, more in general,

that discrepancies between early-life conditions in utero and shortly after birth on the one

hand, and later lifestyle on the other hand, lead to long-run effects (see e.g. Mogren et

al., 2001, and Holemans, Caluwaerts and André Van Assche, 2002; see also Fogel, 1997, for

an overview). So in modern as well as historical societies, individuals born in low-income

households with higher nutritional intakes later in life may be at risk at higher ages. Note

that the virtual disappearance of infant mortality implies that those who would have died if

born under adverse conditions in the nineteenth century nowadays survive into adulthood.

This can be seen as a factor that contributes to the potential relevance of long-run effects in

modern societies.

It is possible that the causal pathway from economic conditions to mortality at higher

ages is amplified by stress at the household level shortly before and/or shortly after birth.

Adverse aggregate conditions may induce stress by way of (a higher perceived probability

of) income loss. Clearly, if stress is driven by exposure to adverse information and by relative

deprivation compared to the relevant population, then stress effects may be as important

today as they were say 100 years ago. Moreover, stress may exacerbate the effects of adverse

nutrition and health infrastructure by the perception that nutrition and health care will

be insufficient. Farah, Noble and Hurt (2008) find that poverty in the household leading to

stress causes neurological damage among children in the first years of their life, resulting in

a lower IQ.

For current developing countries, which in certain aspects may be regarded as similar

to or worse off than the Netherlands in the period evaluated in the present paper, the

existing literature has focused on inequalities in infant and child mortality by household

socioeconomic status, since there are typically no long run data registers (see Sastry, 2004).

In this sense, our paper aims to complement these studies by studying long-run mortality

effects.

To assess the relevance of historical evidence of marriage effects, it is useful to cite some

more information on the institution of marriage in Northwestern Europe within our observa-

tion window. Petersen (1960), Matthijs (2003), Hartman (2004) and Dribe and Lundh (2010)

provide overviews, and the latter study also cites other recent overviews. In most of the 19th

century, the average age at marriage was rather high, a substantial fraction of individuals
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remained bachelor, and the average age difference between men and women was about 2

years. These features are also visible in our data; see Table 2. Socio-economic origin, age,

and geographical origin have been found to be particularly strong determinants of marriage

choice. Perhaps more importantly for our purposes is the fact that many women left the

labor force upon marriage, and instead bore children and took care of the household. In the

absence of societal social safety nets, the economic and care dependence of spouses was high.

One may therefore expect that marriage was even more important for survival than

nowadays, in the Netherlands. Historical records also note a societal contempt for unmarried

women beyond the age of 30 (Van Poppel, 1992). A similar but larger ‘stigma’ was attached

to the unwed motherhood (see Modin, 2003 and Modin et al, 2009). Despite this, in some

parts of Northwestern Europe, at the turn of the nineteenth century the share of illegitimate

births could be as high as 11% on average and up to 20% in rural areas. In addition to the

disadvantage of being born to mothers usually hailing from the lowest stratum of society

these children were often deeply neglected, receiving little sympathy or support from the

general public. Infant mortality rates amongst children born-out-of wedlock were therefore

high. In light of these societal norms, women who conceived out-of-wedlock would have all

the incentive to marry quickly if possible. In the absence of reliable fertility records for

the individuals in our sample we are unable to comment on the timing of their marriage

in relation to start of fertility. While rates of illegitimacy in the Netherlands are noted

to be lower compared to Sweden at the time, conception-out-of-wedlock could be another

determinant of marriage.

On the other hand, for the majority of the women, the association of marriage and child-

birth means that women were exposed to life-threatening experiences during childbearing

ages post matrimony. This, again, also applies to the current situation in developing coun-

tries. According to Dasgupta (2011), maternal mortality is the largest single cause of death

among women in their reproductive years, in several poor countries. In Sub-Saharan Africa,

maternal mortality is 90 times larger than in high-income countries (World Bank, 2010).

4 Empirical methodology

4.1 Outline of the approach to identify causal effects

Consider again Figure 1 in Section 1. We estimate a joint model for all four causal effects,

taking into account that all variables may be affected by unobserved determinants. To deal

with the potential endogeneity of the actual economic conditions in the household early in life,

we use business cycle conditions in early years of life as an indicator of individual economic

well-being. To explain how we deal with the endogeneity of marital status and the marriage

date, it is useful to think of our data as containing two subsamples: one with individuals

13



Table 2: Summary statistics of duration variables

Never-Married Married-Dead Married-Censored
Age of Marriage:
Full sample − 28.32* 27.90*

[26.34] [26.21]
(7.48) (6.67)

Men − 29.59* 28.97*
[27.32] [26.99]
(7.90) (7.14)

Women − 27.14* 27.06*
[25.42] [25.51]
(6.86) (6.14)

Age of Death:
Full sample 57.10* 70.82* −

[65.89] [74.76]
(25.22) (16.36)

Men 53.87* 71.27* −
[61.02] [74.34]
(24.91) (15.07)

Women 60.88* 70.40* −
[70.36] [75.10]
(25.09) (17.47)

∗ : mean, [] : median, () : standard deviation

born in adverse years and one with individuals born in favorable years. Suppose that for

each of these two subsamples, one can estimate the full model separately (this requires

identification for given early-life conditions that are equal for all subsample members). The

estimation would give two sets of results, including two different effects of marriage on

mortality. Contrasting these results then reveals the effects of the indicator of early-life

conditions on all parameters in the model, including the interaction effect of the indicator of

early-life conditions and the effect of marriage on mortality.8

What remains is to demonstrate that each of these two separate models is identified for

given early-life conditions, even if the marriage date is endogenous in the sense that marriage

and mortality have shared unobserved determinants. For this we rely on the Timing-of-Events

approach for the identification of the effect of the occurrence of one event on the rate that

another event occurs (see Abbring and Van den Berg, 2003). In our context, the former

8Notice that the empirical inference produces estimates of effects of the business-cycle indicator of early-
life conditions; not of the effects of the all early-life conditions themselves. The extent to which one can
generalize the conclusions about the former effects to conclusions about the latter effects depends on the
extent to which the cyclical fluctuations in economic conditions are collinear to the over-all actual conditions
early in life. We return to this issue below.
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event is marriage and the latter is death. For given early-life conditions, our model reduces

to a bivariate duration model for the duration until marriage and the duration until death,

with a causal effect of marriage on the mortality rate and with possibly shared unobserved

determinants of the marriage rate and the mortality rate. If marriage were not endogenous,

conditional on observable characteristics, then the causal effect of matrimony on mortality

could be estimated in a straightforward way as the coefficient of a time varying regressor

that takes a value of 0 prior to marriage and 1 thereafter. However, as discussed above,

several unobserved factors, like health, could drive the timing of both marriage and mortal-

ity. So for instance, a healthy person might marry earlier due to increased attractiveness in

the marriage market but might also die later. Inability to take into account this potential

correlation between unobserved factors driving marriage and mortality would then bias the

estimates of the causal effect of marriage on mortality upwards. Identification of the causal

effect of potentially endogenous marriage on mortality therefore requires explicit accounting

for this correlation structure. The Timing-of-Events approach allows for the identification of

such models, with correlated unobserved heterogeneity terms for marriage and mortality9,

provided that (i) the unobservables are independent of the observed explanatory variables

(i.e., the random effect assumption holds), and (ii) the marriage and mortality rates satisfy

Mixed Proportional Hazard (MPH)-type specifications. It is important to point out that for

given conditions early in life, the identification of the marriage effect does not require an

instrumental variable (in the usual sense of the word) for marriage. Identification effectively

exploits the fact that the causal marriage effect on mortality only works from the entry into

marriage onwards, whereas the association between marriage and mortality due to shared

determinants works at all ages. This requires a minimal amount of randomness in the mo-

ment of marriage, which in turn can be justified by the random element in the arrival of

opportunities in the marriage market.

To disentangle the long-run effects of conditions at birth and during childhood, we may

exploit the age variation in the timing of the stages of the business cycle across individuals.

The set-up of this section is as follows. In the next subsection we examine the business-

cycle indicator of early-life conditions in detail. The subsequent subsection discusses the

Timing-of-Events approach in detail.

4.2 Business cycles

In principle, one would like to compare cohorts born in economic booms to those born

during economic troughs with otherwise identical conditions over life. This however is not

possible due to the steady secular improvements in living conditions, medical innovations

9See Subsection 4.4 for details. By now, this approach has been used in dozens of studies. Richardson
and Van den Berg (2011) contains an empirical example in a labor economics setting. They discuss in detail
which assumptions are required to hold for the method to be applicable.
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and health care over time. As Van den Berg et al. (2006) point out, this issue can be dealt

with in a conservative way by comparing a cohort born in a specific boom to that born in the

subsequent recession, because the latter benefit more from secular developments. In this case

any reduction in longevity can be attributed to the cycle. However, given the small sample

size of 5593 individuals, its impossible to compare outcomes from two consecutive stages of a

cycle, especially if we wish to consider the two genders separately. Therefore, following Van

den Berg et al. (2006) we identify intervals of successive years of ”booms” and ”recessions”.

To obtain cyclical indicators, we decompose the historical time series on log annual real

per capita GNP over the observation window. The GNP series, instead of the conventionally

used GDP, is chosen purely for reasons of availability of mutually consistent observations

over the years of interest. Due to the unavailability of GNP data for the years 1812-1814, we

only consider individuals who were born in and after 1815. Figure 2 presents log annual real

per capita GNP, measured in 1,000 Euros with 1995 as a base year. The graph highlights

both the upward trend and the many cyclical fluctuations.10

We perform a trend/cycle decomposition of the log annual real per capital GNP using

the Hodrick-Prescott filter with smoothing parameter 500. Figure 2 presents the cycle and

trend of the GNP series as function of calendar time. The plot shows that periods of economic

booms and recessions are clearly identifiable in the data and Van den Berg et al. (2006) show

that these are robust with respect to the choice of the decomposition method and smoothing

parameter. Figure 3 provides a histogram of the distribution over time of the cyclical term

(or indicator) which will be our main explanatory variable. For most of the analysis we

round-off the value of the cyclical term to a binary outcome representing economic upturns

or downturns.

We additionally control for incidence of epidemics11 and war. World War II (1940-45) has

been the only war and occupation on Dutch soil since Napoleon. It included the severe famine

of the winter of 1944/45, where mortality rates peaked because of malnutrition (Jewish

genocide victims were excluded from the data). The period of the World War II is represented

using a separate dummy variable as no reliable macro-economic data is available for this

interval.

As discussed above, for the interpretation of the results it is relevant whether the birth

cohort size varies over the business cycle. Bengtsson and Dribe (2006) find that parents

in rural Sweden in the 19th century fine-tune their fertility outcomes with respect to the

anticipated fluctuations in the harvest returns. In our case, this would affect the availability

of partners in the marriage market at the mean age of marriage, and this may affect the

marriage rate in turn. Some past literature (for instance Blau et al., 2000) has found an

10Jacobs and Smits (2001) discuss in detail the macro-economic time series in the Netherlands in the 19th
century. Business cycles in the Netherlands were highly correlated to those in the United Kingdom.

11See e.g. e.g. Almond and Mazumder (2005) and Almond (2006) for discussion on adverse effects of
in-utero exposure to an epidemic on long term individual outcomes.
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Figure 2: Log annual real per capita GNP.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the cyclical indicator of GNP over birth years.
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inverse relationship between contemporaneous marriage market tightness and marriage rates.

In sum, if the cohort size is pro-cyclical then, following this line of reasoning, we would expect

that the marriage rate in the cohort is also pro-cyclical.12 (At the same time, a large cohort

size may suggest that relatively many frail individuals are born.) However, the availability

of potential marriage partners at any point of time is also determined by contemporaneous

economic conditions. And marriage markets depend on cohort sizes of men and women within

certain age intervals of a size that is unknown to the researcher.

To proceed, we examine national time series of birth rates by gender.13 Regressing total

births on the cyclical component of the GNP series, first in the year of birth and then

separately in the year prior to birth, we find no significant correlations14 and hence little

evidence of endogenous fertility.15 To get a closer look at the availability of potential marriage

partners we consider sex-ratios over time and find that these remained pretty stable in the

Netherlands at the time. Further, regressing sex-ratios on cyclical component of GNP series

we find no significant correlation at age 0 or at age 1616. The information on ages of grooms

and brides is only available for the province of Utrecht. Using this subset of the data, we

find that the age difference between the groom and the bride is approximately normally

distributed with the mean close to 2 years and a standard deviation of 5.84 years. Although

on an average the bride was younger than the groom, in the light of this distribution, the

researcher is forced to make some assumptions about what comprises the potential pool of

marriage partners. Considering the ratio of men to 2 year younger women, we find that this

ratio also shows only little variation overtime. Finally, these findings continue to hold while

studying the role of social class in determining marriage and mortality, which reiterates the

findings of Van den Berg et al. (2009) who find no significant effect of cyclical components of

the business cycle at birth on the over-all cohort size or the cohort size by social class. This

is as far as we can go to address the issue whether the composition of newborns in terms of

unobserved characteristics varies over the cycle.

4.3 A bivariate duration model for marriage and mortality

For convenience, we use lower case symbols for random variables as well as their realizations,

and we abstract from potential outcome variables. The outcomes of interest are the duration

until marriage tm and the duration up to death, td. We assume that all individual differences

in the joint distribution of these two processes is conditional on calendar time τ , other

12Recall that an effect of the conditions at birth on the marriage rate by way of the health of the individual
may go both ways: individuals born under adverse conditions may be less healthy and therefore have more
difficulty in finding a partner, or these individuals are aware of higher benefits of marriage to mitigate a
higher mortality rate and therefore have a higher marriage rate.

13Obtained for the whole of Netherlands from the Human Mortality Database (www.mortality.org).
14P-values of 0.37 and 0.84 respectively.
15See, for instance, Angrist, 2002 for a motivation for considering impact of sex ratios on marriage rates.
16p-value of 0.13 and 0.33 respectively.
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socioeconomic and demographic factors x, current macro-economic conditions z(τ), trend

components and cyclical indicators ztr(τ−t+i) and zc(τ−t+i) of macro-economic conditions

in earlier years of life (i ∈ {0, ....., t− 1}), various interaction terms, and the unobserved

characteristics v. The vector x contains covariates that are observable at birth, and v is

independent of x. Let tm be the moment at which an individual gets married. The indicator

function I(tm < t) is used to denote whether an individual is married at age t or not.

The parameter δ captures the causal effect of marriage on the individual mortality rate.

This parameter may in turn depend on various variables, including of course the early-life

conditions. The studies mentioned in the previous sections suggest that the effect strongly

depends on the age of the individual under consideration.

For ease of exposition, we may normalize τ for a given individual such that τ = 0 at

birth, and we may subsume the variables z(τ), ztr(τ − t + i) and zc(τ − t + i) in x, which

accordingly becomes a time-varying explanatory variable x(t). The unobserved determinants

of the individual mortality rate and the marriage rate are denoted by vd and vm, respectively.

The mortality rate at age t, conditional on x(t), vd, and tm is denoted by θd(t, x(t), vd, tm)

and is assumed to have the following specification

θd(t, x(t), vd, tm) = λd(t) exp(x′(t)βd + δI(tm < t) + vd) (1)

For z(τ) we take log annual real per capita GNP at t, as well as dummy variables for

years with epidemics and World War II.17

Since the focus is on the impact of marriage on mortality, we only consider the set of

individuals who reach age 16, i.e. the legal age of marriage. The individual is exposed to the

possibility of marriage thereafter and we only consider outcomes after this age. However, we

include information about the conditions prevailing in years of early childhood (1-6 years of

age), leading right up to 16 years (ages between 7-12 and 13-15 years). These are summarized

by 4 binary indicators. A binary boom / recession dummy is used to record a favorable

(cyclical component > 0) / adverse (cyclical component < 0) period of the business cycle

in the year of birth. 3 additional indicators of average cyclical macro-economic conditions

during the age intervals of 1-6, 7-12 and 13-15 years are also included by means of dummies

for whether or not the averages of the cyclical element of the GNP series is positive or

negative between these ages.

The trend component ztr(τ − t+ i) of the GNP series in the years of birth and childhood,

obtained from the Hodrick-Prescott decomposition, captures the secular long-run effects.

Van den Berg et al. (2006) discuss in detail the empirical challenges in distinguishing the

effects of these trend components from the effects of current log GNP z(τ) and age t, due

to multicollinearity. All these variables are by and large increasing over time, and at the

17This takes care of the fact that GNP series is missing for the years of World War II.
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individual level current log GNP can be captured fairly well by the sum of the trend compo-

nent of the GNP in early years of life and an increasing function of age. Consequently, the

trend component is mostly omitted from the model specification. For similar reasons calen-

dar time τ is also left out. We do, however, include the contemporaneous cyclical conditions

in the macro-economy which are also an indicator of current employment opportunities and

the resulting marriage market conditions. Inclusion of the cyclical component of the GNP

controls for the impact of contemporaneous employment conditions which have been noted

to influence the ‘marriageability’ of the individual (for instance Blau et al., 2000). The trend

component of the series captures all secular effects from birth to the current age.

For an individual of age t years who is not yet married, the marriage rate at t conditional

on observed and unobserved characteristics x(t) and vm is denoted by θm(t|x(t), vm) and is

assumed to have the MPH specification given by,

θm(t|x(t), vm) = λm(t) exp(x′(t)βm + vm) (2)

where once again x(t) is independent of vm and the individual’s background characteristics

x are constant over time.

Now consider the joint distribution of td and tm. Conditional on x(t), vd and vm, the

only possible relation between the variables td and tm is the relation by way of the direct/

causal effect of a marriage on the mortality rate. In case of independence of vd and vm, we

would have a standard duration model for td|x(t), tm in which I(tm < t) can be treated as a

time-varying regressor that is orthogonal to the unobserved heterogeneity term vd. However,

if vd and vm are not independent, inference on td|x(t), tm has to be based on td, tm|x(t). This

means that we need to integrate the individual likelihood contribution over the distribution

G(vd, vm) which is the joint distribution function of the unobserved characteristics vd and

vm among 16 year olds. Right-censoring of individuals is solved in a straightforward manner

within the duration analysis framework. We estimate the bivariate duration model with full

maximum likelihood.

Strictly speaking, the effects of zc(τ − t) in the model (including any effect on δ) capture

the causal effects of the business cycle at birth. We interpret the cycle at birth as an exogenous

indicator of the early-life conditions. Suppose that the actual economic well-being of the

parents’ household at birth equals a permanent component plus a transitory component. If

the permanent component is captured by social class and the transitory component equals a

proportion of the business cycle indicator, then the quantitative effects of the business cycle

indicator may be translated into quantitative effects of the actual economic conditions at

birth.
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4.4 Parameterization

We use flexible specifications for the causal effect δ of marriage on mortality rate, the duration

dependence functions, and the bivariate unobserved heterogeneity distribution. In order to

allow the causal effect of marriage on mortality δ to vary over the individual’s lifetime, δ is

expressed using Chebyshev polynomials, for instance of degree 4, in the age of the married

individual. This polynomial could be specified simply as a sum of terms ηit
i, i = 0, 1, ..., 4

where t is the age of the individual. However, since the terms of ti are not orthogonal,

estimation of the parameters ηi is afflicted by multicollinearity. We take care of this problem

by using Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. In this case, the polynomial is specified as

a sum of terms ηiUi(t), i = 0, 1, ..., 4 where U0(t), U1(t), U2(t), U3(t) and U4(t),
18 are mutually

orthogonal polynomials of indexed degree. Furthermore, we allow this effect of marriage on

the mortality rate to vary by conditions in early life of the individual by including interaction

terms of δ and the dummy of being born in a boom or not as determinants of the mortality

rate.

This set up implies that the total age dependent causal effect of marriage on the mortality

rate for a married individual would be given by

δ =
4∑

i=0

ηapei Ui(t) +

(
4∑

i=0

ηa,inti Ui(t) · Iboom
)

(3)

where ηapei are the parameters corresponding to the mutually orthogonal polynomials Ui(t)

of degree i capturing the age dependence of the causal effect of marriage on individual death

rate. The second term
(∑4

i=0 η
a,int
i Ui(t) · Iboom

)
takes into account any effect of early-life

conditions, represented by the dummy (Iboom) for being born in a year of economic boom or

not. The parameters ηa,inti are the coefficients of this interaction term. Consequently, for a

person born during an economic recession (Iboom = 0) the total causal effect is

δrecession =
4∑

i=0

ηapei Ui(t) (4)

The time dependence of the hazard functions is similarly expressed using Chebyshev poly-

nomials of the second kind of degree 4 in age of the person. Thus, the duration dependence

of the marriage and mortality rates are respectively given by:

λm(t) = exp
[∑4

i=0 η
m
i Ui(t)

]
and λd(t) = exp

[∑4
i=0 η

d
i Ui(t)

]
(5)

These specifications contain 10 parameters in total (ηmi and ηdi , with i = 0, 1, ..., 4).

18To start, the domain of the ages t where t ∈ [0, 103] is linearly transformed to the domain of the
orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials such that now t̂ ∈ [−1, 1]. This is done in our case by using the simple

rule t̂ = 2 (t−t0)
(nt−1) −1 where nt is the year of the individual’s life that is being considered. Then our orthogonal

polynomials are: U0(t̂) = 1, U1(t̂) = 2t̂, U2(t̂) = 4t̂2 − 1, U3(t̂) = 8t̂3 − 4t̂, U4(t̂) = 16t̂4 − 12t̂2 + 1.
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We take the joint distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity terms vd and vm to be

bivariate discrete, with two unrestricted mass-point locations for each term. Let v1d, v2d, v1m,

and v2m denote the points of support of vd and vm, respectively. The associated probabilities

are denoted as follows:

Pr(vd = v1d, vm = v1m) = q1, Pr(vd = v2d, vm = v1m) = q3

Pr(vd = v1d, vm = v2m) = q2, Pr(vd = v2d, vm = v2m) = q4

with 0 ≤ qi ≤ 1 for i = 1, ...., 4, and q4 = 1− q1 − q2 − q3.
The covariance of vd and vm is given by, cov(vd, vm) = (q1q4− q2q3) · (v1d− v2d) · (v1m− v2m).

We note that cov(vd, vm) = 0 would imply independence of vd and vm and q1 = q4 = 0 or

q2 = q3 = 0 would mean perfect correlation. In a regression framework, the set-up would be

similar to a non-parametric, joint specification of the error structures of a triangular system

of two simultaneous data generating processes - marriage and mortality. Identification would

follow therefrom.

5 Results

5.1 Estimation results by gender

Table 3 presents the estimation results for the full model. For the estimates concerning entry

into marriage, a positive value is associated with an earlier marriage. For the mortality rate,

positive values of estimates signify a shorter lifetime.

The first crucial result is a significant causal effect of being married on the mortality

rate for both men and women. Gender differences however are vital, and so are age and

the conditions around the individual’s birth. The estimates of the size of the effects of the

latter are hard to read from the separate coefficients in Table 3. Figure 4 therefore presents,

in a compact way, the impact of marriage on the instantaneous mortality rate by gender

and also separately for birth during an economic boom versus a recession, as implied by

our estimation results in Table 3. For sake of exposition, the instantaneous hazard rates are

plotted for marriage at the age of 30. Similar results (not presented) are obtained for other

ages of marriage. The figures also plot the mortality rates in the absence of marriage. To

show the effect of marriage without ‘contamination’ from other explanatory variables, each

panel averages over the other explanatory variables. Note however that the model includes a

time-varying explanatory variable (GNP trend) whose effect runs against the age dependence

of the mortality rate. Therefore, care should be taken when interpreting the increasing shapes

of the mortality rates in the figure.

The four panels of Figure 4 clearly show a sudden jump in the mortality rates at the

moment of marriage. For women born in a recession, the mortality rate shows a large and
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long lasting increase in response to marriage. Favorable early life conditions help mitigate the

adverse effect of marriage for women. For men, on the other hand, the impact of marriage on

the mortality rate is favorable irrespective of cyclical conditions pertaining in the economy

at the time of birth. This result goes against the view that there is no protective effect of

marriage for women. Instead, the degree of protection depends on early-life conditions and

changes with age. In any case, part of the association of marriage and life expectancy is

causal for each gender.

We aim to determine whether the causal effect of marriage on mortality is statistically

significant or not. Figure 5 displays the estimates of the age-dependent marriage effect inter-

acted with the indicator of early-life conditions on mortality, along with the 95% confidence

intervals, on the log mortality rate (that is, δ is plotted rather than exp δ). Once again,

given large gender differences and the vital role of the economic conditions in early years of

life, the plots are presented separately by gender and condition of the business cycle in the

birth year. The results reiterate the presence of an age-dependent causal effect of marriage

on mortality for both genders and the relevance of the early life conditions as suggested by

the analysis of the instantaneous mortality rate around the time of marriage. We proceed to

discuss the results for women and after that for men.

For women (Figure 5a) we find that marriage instantaneously significantly raises the

mortality rate in the childbearing ages. This adverse effect of marriage is much stronger

– and persists for a longer time – in case of birth under adverse economic conditions. So

women born in favorable economic times appear to cope better with problems during the

childbearing ages than women born in a year of recession. (in Subsection 4.3 we provide the

implied quantitative estimates of average effects on longevity).

It is plausible that the increased mortality during childbearing ages, as compared to the

mortality when being single, reflects the health hazards of pregnancy, delivery, childbear-

ing, and taking care of small children. Indeed, in the absence of advanced contraceptives,

pregnancies would follow soon after marriage. Additional risk factors for married women in

childbearing ages are (i) a possible reduction of nutrition upon the arrival of children, as the

total available amount needs to be shared among a larger number of household members,

and (ii) an increased exposure to infectious diseases brought into the household by small

children. Investigation into the precise driving forces would require data on causes of death

(for instance during childbirth). Maternal mortality (i.e., mortality at birth of a child) statis-

tics are unavailable for the Netherlands for our observation window. However, studies report

figures of maternal mortality in pre-industrial western societies ranging up to 1600 deaths

per 100,000 live births (De Brouwere et al., 1998). Maternal mortality rates in the Nether-

lands can be expected to be similar to those of Sweden (250-300) and England and Wales

(400-450) around 1870. Results from studies on trends in age and gender specific mortality

declines in the Netherlands (for e.g. Wolleswinkel-van den Bosch et al., 1998) find a decline
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Figure 4: Impact of marriage at age 30 on mortality rate, by gender and by state of the
business cycle at birth.
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Figure 5: (a) Causal effect of marriage on the mortality rate interacted with economic con-
ditions at birth, as a function of age, for women.
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Figure 5: (b) Causal effect of marriage on the mortality rate interacted with economic con-
ditions at birth, as a function of age, for men.
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in female mortality towards the end of our observation window for the age interval of 20-49.

The authors link this to a decline in marital fertility that started around the same time.

Our results are then consistent with the view that early-life conditions influence the

resilience of women during the childbearing stage of the life course. For lack of data, the

epidemiological literature has not addressed the effect of early-life conditions on the female

mortality associated with pregnancy and delivery. However, a number of studies have demon-

strated early-life effects on pregnancy complications and poor reproductive success, where

the data are collected retrospectively among those who survive the delivery of their children.

Lumey and Stein (1997) show that among women who had been exposed to a famine in utero

and who survived up to age 43, the offspring was more likely to suffer from perinatal death.

Innes et al. (1999), using birth weight as a proxy for early-life conditions, observe an effect

of low birth weight on the risk of developing preeclampsia during pregnancy. The latter is a

potentially deadly condition. Hackman et al. (1983) find an inverse association between the

mother’s birth weight and the baby’s need for intensive care. See also the surveys by Lummaa

(2003) and Sloboda et al. (2011). The latter reports that women with low birth weight show

a marked reduction in ovarian and uterine size in adolescence. Under the assumption that

neonatal health problems for the offspring and maternal health problems during childbirth

may have common determinants, these studies are of relevance for us. Specifically, they rein-

force our interpretation of the role of early-life conditions on health during the childbearing

stage of the life course.

Potentially, our empirical finding that early-life conditions influence the length of the age

interval during which marriage is not protective against mortality could also be attributed to

an effect of early-life conditions on the length of the fertility age interval (age at menopause

minus age at menarche). However, according to the epidemiological literature, there is no

clear association between nutritional conditions early in life and the size of this interval or

on the age at menopause (see Sloboda et al., 2011, for a survey).

Notice that the long-run effect of early-life conditions on female mortality is entirely

driven through marriage, in the following sense. Early-life conditions affect the extent to

which marriage is protective for mortality. However, they do not affect the mortality rate if

marriage does not take place in one’s lifetime.

At the same time, female marriage rates are unaffected by conditions in the years of

birth and early childhood (early childhood being ages 1-6 years, which the medical literature

identifies as crucial for long term development; see e.g. Power et al., 2003). This shows that

any strategic considerations to enter or postpone marriage in response to favorable or adverse

economic conditions early in life do not play a major role as determinants of marriage. At

the very least, any such behavior does not result in visible effects on the marriage rates.

Interestingly, the aforementioned study of Lumey and Stein (1997) finds that age at first

delivery does not depend on whether the woman was in utero during a famine or not.
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Turning now to men (Figure 5b), we find a protective causal impact of marriage on the

mortality rate. The effect is significant over the typical ages at death of about 56-85. This

finding is intuitive in light of social observations like growing loneliness owing to shrinking

social circles for single individuals. Marriage on the other hand could offer support from

a wife during older ages and improve quality of life by means of better housekeeping and

personal care. The HSN does not record the time of death of spouses of the individuals in

the sample. The absence of a consistently positive protective effect of marriage beyond the

ages of 85 years probably reflects a limitation of our polynomial specification.

As for the role of conditions in early years of life, in contrast to women, for men we

find no significant effect of being born in a boom as opposed to being born in a recession

on the protective effect of marriage on the mortality rate. Though men born during adverse

economic conditions seem to be enjoying the positive marital effect for marginally longer than

married men born during favorable conditions, this difference is not statistically significant.

Of course, men born under favorable conditions live on average longer (we discuss this in

the next paragraph). Finally, for both men and women our results again show that marital

status does not have a time constant impact on the mortality rate throughout life.

Considering the direct impact of early life conditions on mortality, we find a significantly

lower mortality rate amongst men born during a boom. This reiterates the results of Van

den Berg et al. (2006) who estimate mortality models without including marital status as an

explanatory or intermediate variable. Another striking result is a significant negative effect

of average cyclical conditions during the age interval of 7-12 years on the marriage as well

as the mortality rate of men. We postulate two explanations for this. The first one concerns

education. The age interval 7-12 coincided with primary school in the Netherlands, which

prior to 1901 was not compulsory and only free for the very poor. Many individuals did not

get more formal education than this. Better economic conditions at these ages could facilitate

the entry into secondary education; moreover it could lead to larger professional involvement

and consequent delays in marriage. In recessions, financial adversity could increase temporary

absences from school affecting negatively at least the ‘quality’ of education (Dunn et al.,

2003).

Better educational opportunities could also explain the significant negative impact of

favorable conditions at ages 7-12 on male mortality. Studies such as Cutler and Lleras-Muney

(2006) and Maccini and Yang (2009) find a mediating effect of education on the mortality

rate. The fact that we do not find a significant effect of average cyclical conditions during the

age interval of 7-12 years on the marriage and mortality rates for women is not inconsistent

with this. School attendance of women was often lower and shorter than for men, and career

concerns were mostly absent.

The second explanation, which is especially relevant for the direct effect of conditions

at ages 7-12 on male mortality, is that these ages include a critical or sensitive period in
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boys’ development towards their adult health status. Specifically, Van den Berg et al. (2010)

identify such a period at around age 9 in the sense that if conditions at this age are adverse

then adult height is lower.

Class differences are very important for nuptiality. Male members of the three lower

social classes exhibit a much larger marriage rate relative to the upper classes. This is in line

with past observations of more frequent and younger marriages for the lower social classes

resulting from increased economic opportunities following the industrial revolution (see the

literature mentioned in Section 3). Possibilities of social class upward mobility by means of

marriage may also arise for women. Investigation into marriage market prospects is left to

future work.

Finally, considering age dependence of exit rates into marriage and mortality we find

the expected inverted U-shape for the former and a monotonically increasing one for the

latter (see Figure 6.19 We observe that the marriage rate increases until the age of 32 for

men and 29 for women after which it consistently declines though at a slower rate after

the mid 40’s. This sudden slow-down in the declining marriage rate could indicate second

marriages. However, in the absence of information about multiple marriages and continued

marital status of individuals we are unable to comment any further.

5.2 Sensitivity analysis

5.2.1 Other specifications for the marriage effect on mortality

As robustness checks we estimate several alternative specifications of the causal effect of

marriage on the individual mortality rate. First, we try a simpler model with only the age

dependent marital effect on mortality without the interactions with the dummy for being

born in a boom or not. Another specification replaces the age of the married individual with

the number of years married as a determinant of the causal effect of marriage on mortality.

This specification is tested with and without additional interaction terms between early life

conditions and the number of years married. Finally, following past literature we estimate a

‘basic’ model where the causal effect of marriage is specified as a time varying regressor i.e.

takes a value of 0 before the person is married and 1 after his marriage. Our results are robust

to all these alternative specifications. Tests confirm that our full model as estimated above

is a better model specification. For sake of brevity, detailed discussion of these alternative

specifications and full parameter estimates are not presented here but can be requested from

the authors.

19For sake of completeness we depict the age dependence over the full age range as observed in the data.
However, no unexpected patterns are observed in marriage and mortality baselines when shorter age intervals
are considered. Note that the scales of values on the vertical axes are determined by normalizations. Hence,
the values as such are not informative.
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Figure 6: Age dependence of marriage and death (baselines) by gender.
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5.2.2 Alternative specifications of other explanatory variables

Different specifications were also tried for other independent variables. Without presenting

the detailed parameter estimates of these alternative specifications, this subsection briefly

discusses the distinctive features of each of these options. Given our interest in the impact

of early conditions in life on marital and mortality outcomes later in adult life we start by

giving a closer look to our indicators of early life conditions. First, instead of our 4 binary

indicators of early life conditions - birth in a year of economic boom and average cyclical

macroeconomic conditions during the ages of 1-6, 7-12 and 13-15 years - we re-estimated our

model of marriage and mortality using the actual, average values of the cyclical component of

the GNP series at birth or during these age intervals. Our results are robust to this variation.

We also tried alternative age intervals for our average cyclical indicators and once again our

results remain unchanged. Irrespective of the choice of the intervals the average cyclical

conditions during the ages covering the years 7-12 continue to be influential in the marital

and death outcomes for men. Distinguishing between the effect of an economic boom around

the time of entering primary school and that closer to finishing primary schooling could help

shed further light on potential channels underlying the results we observe. Unfortunately

our data does not record school enrollment for the subjects and moreover since schooling

was neither mandatory nor essentially starting at a fixed age we are unable to comment any

further on the possible underlying mechanisms.

5.2.3 The relevance of early conditions in life for the model fit

In the light of past literature that focuses on adult health as a determinant of individual

marriage and mortality rates we try to assess the value added by these early life conditions

in our estimation. We do so by re-estimating our models without controlling for economic

conditions and exposure to epidemics during childhood and years of adolescence. For women,

we compare our model with interactions between early life conditions and an age dependent

causal effect of marriage to a simpler model with just an age dependent causal effect of

marriage on mortality without any controls for early conditions in life. We note that the latter

is nested in the former and a likelihood ratio (LR) test rejects the smaller model20. Similarly

for men for whom early life conditions did not significantly interact with the causal effect

of marriage on the mortality rate, the direct contribution of cyclical economic conditions

in first years of life on later life mortality is highly relevant.21 From this experiment we

conclude that early life conditions are an important determinant of individual marriage and

20LR statistic for the full model vs. the model with age dependent causal effect on marriage without
controls for early conditions in life, 41.96 for women with a χ2(20), 5% critical value 31.41.

21LR statistic for model with age dependent causal effect of marriage on the mortality rate and direct
controls of early life conditions vs. model with age dependent causal effect on marriage without controls for
early conditions in life, 57.23 for men with a χ2(20), 5% critical value 31.41.
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mortality later in life. This result provides support to the hypothesis that the link between

marital status and mortality is to some extent driven by conditions in the early years of an

individual’s life.

5.3 Additional discussion and implications

Using our parameter estimates in Table 3 and the actual ages of marriage of the individuals

in the sample we find that on an average22 marriage implies a 2.16% decrease in longevity

for women. However, once we control for business cycle conditions in the year of birth these

figures look very different. For women born during an economic boom, marriage in fact has

favorable impact on their life expectancy (0.61% increase in expected lifetime). Therefore,

the result of an adverse effect of marriage on the mortality rate for women aged less than 52

years is driven only by women born during economic downswings. For this group marriage

reduces expected longevity by 5.40%. For men, marriage leads to a 4.77% increase in life

expectancy on an average with no significant difference between those born during economic

boom versus births during economic recessions.

Given the non-constant protective effect of marriage over an individuals lifetime, it is also

useful to consider by how much life expectancy changes if you marry at any given age. Figure

7 presents the change in life expectancy as a consequence of marriage for every possible age of

being married (16 -103 years), calculated using the parameter estimates from our model and

averaging over all other explanatory variables. Results are once again presented separately

by gender and economic boom or not in the year of birth. Getting married at young ages

(below about 25 years) shortens longevity regardless of early-life conditions, as compared

to staying single. This is most likely because marriage at young ages increases the length

of the childbearing age interval. The adverse effect reduces with increasing age at marriage.

Married teenagers are in the worst position. Beyond the mid twenties the adverse effect of

marriage on longevity only holds for women born in recessions. This finding suggests that

women who might have already suffered a health set-back early in life are less able to cope

with future health strains. For men on the other hand, the protective effect is generally

higher the younger they marry. We cannot identify the reasons for this result from the data

we have. However, early on set of healthier lifestyle and safe habits are plausible causes.

Finally, once again we see that the role of early life conditions via marriage is less relevant

for men.

The presence of adverse health consequences of marriage for women raises the question

why women choose marriage, especially since decisions involve expected present values of

various options, and any long-run benefits of marriage are discounted more heavily than

the short-run costs. A similar concern has arisen in the “family pay gap” literature that

22Averaging over individuals marrying at various ages.
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Figure 7: Expected changes in life expectancy as a causal effect of marriage at different ages
of getting married.
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finds large wage penalties for women choosing to have children. It appears that not only

do women planning to have children self select themselves into lower earning occupations

and jobs, they also accept large wage losses on return to labor market after child-related

employment breaks (see e.g. Beblo et al., 2006). Recent social-psychological literature on

female well-being provides some insight into the forces driving these choices. Abele-Brehm

in a recent study using longitudinal data on about 2000 individuals finds higher levels of

“life satisfaction” amongst women living with partners, with women on maternal leave being

especially satisfied. This field of research seems to indicate that while women pay a large

cost in terms of income and even health by choosing to have a family, family life is crucially

important for their “happiness” making having a family the preferred choice for a lot of

women. Wong (2007) structurally estimates an equilibrium matching model of the marriage

market and the labor market, and she concludes that women derive a large non-pecuniary

utility flow from being married and having children. Without such non-pecuniary utility,

the fit of the model is significantly worse. Of course, evolutionary theory provides a more

fundamental explanation for why women prefer to engage in an institution such as marriage

that provides a setting within which to obtain and raise offspring.

Several obvious similarities exist between 19th century Dutch society and the current-day

developing world. Therefore results drawn from this study could help policy makers in less

developed economies in their struggle against child deprivation and high mortality rates (see

De Brouwere et al., 1998). Supporting children born in adverse economic times, by means

of extra provisions of food, housing and health care, will not only help decrease infant and

child mortality but in fact increase over all male life expectancy. Special care could be taken

in supporting female children born in economic downturns for whom health consequences of

adverse early economic conditions are indirect (via marriage) and not immediately visible.

In societies where the girl child is frequently considered only secondary to her male siblings,

in absence of immediate consequences of female child deprivation, her needs are likely to be

easily ignored during poor economic times leading to life long adverse health consequences.

Further support could be provided to women during their child bearing ages. This could

be done by discouraging marriages of very young women especially in rural areas or within

lower social classes and religious communities by setting and enforcing suitable legal age

of marriage. Additionally, access to modern contraceptives could help curb quick successive

pregnancies that lead to high infant and maternal mortality rates. Active family planning

programs could also allow couples to enjoy the benefits of partnership without suffering

from its negative health consequences. Over a longer time horizon, urbanization, economic

development of the country (reflected in high per capital real GNP) and more education

would help discourage early marriages and consequently its adverse consequences, especially

for women.

In future work it would be interesting to consider other (and possibly multiple) marital
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transitions like - divorced, separated, widowed etc. for each individual. This would provide

more precise results about the protective effect of marriage under weaker assumptions (i.e.v

could be allowed to be dependent on x). It would be also useful to have a closer look at the

impact of social class on individual exits into matrimony or death. Although we controlled

for social class using a linear, hierarchal indicator, we are unable to study each of the classes

separately due to small sample sizes. A larger data set would help facilitate such an analysis.

On a slightly different front, it would be interesting to study marriage market tightness as

a determinant of the marriage rate by social classes, gender, degree of urbanization of place

of residence and age. For this we would need to merge the HSN with marital life tables for

the Netherlands for our observation window.

In future research it would be useful to have data records that include observations of

the timing of childbirths and the attained level of education. This would enable a somewhat

more direct assessment of the mechanisms that we postulate to drive the causal pathways

we find. For example, we could allow the causal effect of marriage on mortality to depend on

the moments of childbirths. Barring data on education, it would also be interesting to allow

the causal effect of marriage on male mortality to depend on additional indicators, like the

state of the business cycle at ages 7 to 12.

6 Conclusion

The empirical analyses with historical data generate a range of insights into causal pathways

between economic conditions early in life, marriage, and mortality. These are identified while

taking account of selection effects due to unobserved confounders. The results are markedly

different between men and women.

For women, the extent to which marriage protects against mortality depends on the

economic conditions early in life. Birth under adverse conditions implies that longevity is

reduced upon marriage, as compared to staying unmarried. Conversely, birth under favorable

conditions implies that longevity is extended upon marriage. In each case, the effect of marital

status on mortality is not uniform as a function of age. The health costs of marriage are

borne early on, whereas the protective benefits occur after the childbearing ages. But for

women born under favorable conditions, the costs during childbearing ages are smaller, and

the age at which benefits outweigh costs occurs earlier in life.

We provide a range of reasons for why the health costs of marriage during childbearing

ages are due to the health hazards of pregnancy, delivery, childbearing, and taking care of

small children. Our results are consistent with the view that early-life conditions influence

the resilience of women during this stage of the life course. In current times, in Western

societies, maternal death during deliveries and during childbearing ages in general is very

rare. However, it is plausible that the various stages of childbearing are still a health burden
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for the mother, and it is obviously useful to know that this burden is larger in case the

mother was exposed to adverse conditions in her own birth year. As we have seen, in poor

countries, maternal mortality is still the dominant death cause during reproductive years.

The analysis for women also shows that early-life conditions do not influence the marriage

rate. This shows that strategic considerations to enter or postpone marriage in response to

favorable or adverse economic conditions early in life do not play a major role as determinants

of marriage. The decision to marry is driven by other behavioral motivations.

For men the results are different. Marriage is protective at all ages, and the size of the

protective effect on the mortality rate does not depend on conditions early in life. At the

same time, conditions around birth have an autonomous long-run effect on mortality. For

men, conditions around the ages 7 to 12 are important for the marriage rate as well as the

mortality rate. Presumably, these are the ages in our sample during which decisions are made

regarding education and career. Favorable conditions at these ages lead to a postponement

of marriage and to lower mortality later in life.

The long-run causal pathway from early-life economic conditions to mortality late in

life differs by gender. For women, the long-run effect of early-life conditions on mortality is

driven 100% through marriage. Early-life conditions affect the extent to which marriage is

protective for mortality. However, they do not affect the mortality rate if marriage does not

take place in one’s lifetime. For men, the long-run effect is present regardless of the marital

status during one’s adult life. Its size is not affected by marriage at all.
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Table 3: Parameter estimates for the full model with interactions between age and conditions
at birth in the causal effect of marriage on the mortality rate (first out of three parts of the
table)

Variable Full Sample Men Women

Est. t-stat. Est. t-stat. Est. t-stat.

Individual background characteristics affecting the marriage rate:
Female 0.45 9.46

Social class father at birth -0.08 -4.35 -0.11 -4.00 -0.04 -1.55

Father is literate -0.11 -1.52 -0.03 -0.27 -0.13 -1.38

Born in urban area -0.07 -1.30 0.09 1.15 -0.20 -2.53

Born in province Utrecht* 0.04 0.75 0.12 1.42 0.02 0.27

Born in province Zeeland* 0.17 3.24 0.10 1.27 0.24 3.40

Business cycle conditions early in life affecting the marriage rate:
Boom (instead of recession) at birth -0.04 -0.70 -0.01 -0.16 -0.08 -0.98

Cycle indicator for age 1 up to 6 -0.01 -0.19 -0.12 -1.50 0.03 0.46

Cycle indicator for age 7 up to 12 -0.11 -1.97 -0.21 -2.46 -0.08 -0.98

Cycle indicator for age 13 up to 15 -0.04 -0.22 0.14 0.54 -0.28 -1.29

Exposure to epidemics early in life affecting the marriage rate:
1849 Cholera in Utrecht during age 1-6 -0.12 -0.09 -0.05 -0.02 0.08 0.05

1870/1 smallpox during age 1-6 -0.89 -1.98 0.12 0.21 -1.82 -2.77

1849 Cholera in Utrecht during age 7-12 -2.37 -1.58 -1.90 -0.93 -2.98 -1.26

1870/1 smallpox during age 7-12 0.03 0.06 -0.11 -0.15 0.02 0.02

1849 Cholera in Utrecht during age 13-15 -3.43 -2.95 -3.01 -1.73 -3.17 -1.85

1870/1 smallpox during age 13-15 1.15 2.44 0.42 0.63 1.27 2.02

Contemporaneous macro conditions affecting the marriage rate:
1849 cholera in Utrecht -0.42 -1.01 -0.28 -0.48 -0.56 -0.95

1870/1 smallpox -0.02 -0.11 -0.13 -0.56 0.11 0.50

1918 influenza 0.14 0.92 0.16 0.72 0.14 0.69

World War II (GNP missing) -3.12 -4.07 -2.34 -2.19 -4.45 -3.84

Current Trend (log annual real p.c. GNP) -0.23 -2.71 -0.17 -1.44 -0.33 -2.94

Current Cycle (log annual real p.c. GNP) 0.20 0.63 0.16 0.60 -0.06 -0.15

Age effect on marriage rate:
ηm0 -9.39 -7.10 -9.56 -5.58 -15.98 -5.07

ηm1 -8.88 -5.81 -8.05 -4.40 -19.41 -4.69

ηm2 -13.39 -8.59 -14.27 -7.17 -22.95 -5.81

ηm3 -3.83 -4.51 -3.63 -3.46 -9.04 -4.25

ηm4 -4.72 -10.15 -5.30 -8.15 -7.15 -7.32

Unobserved heterogeneity terms for marriage:
v1m -1.73 -15.78 -1.81 -11.99 -1.40 -9.56

v2m 0.60 23.73 0.67 17.41 0.77 16.53

Unobserved heterogeneity terms for death:
v1d 0.16 5.68 0.14 3.511 0.17 5.618

v2d -1.24 -2.66 -1.25 -1.65 -1.41 -2.36
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Table 3: (continued; second out of three parts)

Variable Full Sample Men Women

Est. t-stat. Est. t-stat. Est. t-stat.

Individual background characteristics affecting the mortality rate:
Female -0.16 -3.96

Social class father at birth 0.00 0.17 0.02 0.68 -0.02 -0.86

Father is literate -0.02 -0.31 -0.07 -0.79 0.05 0.54

Born in urban area 0.07 1.42 0.21 2.89 -0.06 -0.81

Born in province Utrecht* 0.25 4.74 0.23 3.12 0.28 3.67

Born in province Zeeland* 0.13 2.67 0.08 1.10 0.17 2.49

Business cycle conditions early in life affecting the mortality rate:
Boom (instead of recession) at birth -0.12 -1.63 -0.32 -3.08 0.17 1.40

Cycle indicator for age 1 up to 6 0.02 0.44 0.03 0.47 0.01 0.19

Cycle indicator for age 7 up to 12 -0.14 -2.74 -0.17 -2.36 -0.09 -1.24

Cycle indicator for age 13 up to 15 0.18 0.93 0.14 0.54 0.28 1.14

Exposure to epidemics early in life affecting the mortality rate:
1849 Cholera in Utrecht during age 1-6 0.57 0.55 -0.38 -0.27 0.98 0.68

1870/1 smallpox during age 1-6 -1.61 -3.50 3.31 2.58 -1.70 -2.57

1849 Cholera in Utrecht during age 7-12 1.80 1.84 -1.38 -2.14 0.14 0.09

1870/1 smallpox during age 7-12 -1.55 -3.00 -1.06 -1.51 -2.37 -3.04

1849 Cholera in Utrecht during age 13-15 -0.88 -1.30 -1.20 -1.03 -0.96 -1.12

1870/1 smallpox during age 13-15 0.44 1.02 0.63 0.99 0.08 0.15

Contemporaneous macro conditions affecting the mortality rate:
1849 cholera in Utrecht 1.14 2.52 1.55 3.07 0.31 0.31

1870/1 smallpox 0.57 2.41 0.35 0.97 0.74 2.37

1918 influenza -0.08 -0.40 -0.02 -0.08 -0.12 -0.42

World War II (GNP missing) -4.86 -11.38 -3.55 -5.57 -6.62 -10.66

Current Trend (log annual real p.c. GNP) -0.60 -11.98 -0.45 -6.05 -0.80 -10.93

Current Cycle (log annual real p.c. GNP) -0.28 -1.13 0.00 0.00 -0.31 -1.03

Effect of marital status on the mortality rate:
ηape0 0.16 0.84 -0.18 -0.50 0.33 1.38

ηape1 0.23 0.35 -0.05 -0.11 0.54 1.06

ηape2 -0.06 -1.17 -0.06 -0.88 -0.08 -1.03

ηape3 0.68 0.34 1.04 2.03 0.43 0.91

ηape4 -0.04 -0.77 -0.09 -1.07 -0.02 -0.26

Age × boom at birth
(
ηa,int0

)
0.02 0.07 0.08 0.18 -0.09 -0.31

Age × boom at birth
(
ηa,int1

)
-0.18 -0.60 -0.12 -0.19 -0.23 -0.64

Age × boom at birth
(
ηa,int2

)
0.36 0.98 0.22 0.30 0.55 1.16

Age × boom at birth
(
ηa,int3

)
-0.38 -1.60 -0.29 0.64 -0.46 -1.54

Age × boom at birth
(
ηa,int4

)
0.23 1.43 0.18 0.68 0.30 1.33
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Table 3: (continued; third out of three parts)

Variable Full Sample Men Women

Est. t-stat. Est. t-stat. Est. t-stat.

Age effect on the mortality rate:
ηd0 1.29 3.17 0.24 0.39 2.62 4.41

ηd1 1.94 24.65 1.83 14.19 2.13 19.94

ηd2 0.83 7.97 0.71 3.91 1.01 7.20

ηd3 -0.05 -0.73 -0.12 -1.09 0.03 0.31

ηd4 -0.14 -1.78 -0.23 -1.82 -0.02 -0.16

Joint probabilities of unobserved heterogeneities:
q1 0.39 14.38 0.42 10.24 0.48 12.12

q2 0.41 15.69 0.40 11.26 0.33 9.36

q3 0.11 5.10 0.11 3.16 0.13 4.98

q4 0.09 4.28 0.07 2.53 0.07 3.38

– log likelihood 33374.03 16941.33 16299.30

Number of individuals 5593 2709 2884
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